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1. Researcher's Comments
________________________________________________________

 00:00:56 The lesson begins with an organizational segment, where various materials are handed
out, including the chapter assignment and a worksheet that students will use later in the
lesson. This segment accounts for about six percent of the class time.

Mathematical organization segments in U.S. lessons were typically very short. On
average, they took up three percent of the class time per lesson across the U.S. data set
(Hiebert et al., 2003, Teaching Mathematics in Seven Countries: Results from the
TIMSS 1999 Video Study [hereafter Video Report], figure 3.2).

 00:04:25 Here the teacher informs the students that today's lesson will focus on exponential
growth. Goal statements such as this one occurred in 59% of U.S. lessons (Video
Report, figure 3.12).

 00:04:44 The teacher uses special mathematical materials to demonstrate the concept of
exponential growth. These types of materials (which also include graph paper,
geometric solids, protractors and the like) were used in 44% of the lessons in the U.S.
data set (Video Report, table 5.6).

 00:09:36 The assignment students are given to work on at their seats involves looking for patterns
and coming up with mathematical rules for performing calculations with exponents. In
other words, at least part of the assignment involves "something other than repeating
procedures" students have already learned. 

Private work assignments that required students to "repeat known procedures" were
much more common in U.S. lessons compared to assignments that involved something
other than repeating procedures or were a mixture of repeating procedures and
something other than repeating procedures. On average, only nine percent of the private
work time per U.S. lesson was devoted to something other than repeating procedures or
involved a mixture (Video Report, figure 5.13).

Doing something other than repeating procedures during private work typically meant
that the students were engaged in learning a new concept. Indeed, in this lesson a large
portion time is devoted to introducing new material, as opposed to reviewing previously
learned content or practicing. Across the U.S. data set, on average, 53% of the lesson
time was spent reviewing, 23% was spent introducing new content, and 25% was spent
practicing new content (Video Report, figure 3.8).

 00:09:48 The teacher instructs students to work on their own here, although later (at 11:32) they
work in groups. This lesson is somewhat unusual both in the amount of time devoted to
private rather than public interaction, and the proportion of private time spent working
in groups.
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On average, U.S. teachers devoted 67% of the lesson time to public, whole class
interaction and 32% to private interaction (Video Report, table 3.6). Students spent 80%
of this private time working individually and 20% working in pairs or groups (Video
Report, figure 3.10). 

 00:38:43 The last two problems assigned in the lesson might involve constructing proofs.
However, the problems were worked on privately with no public discussion, and it is
therefore not clear whether students actually constructed proofs. That is, we don't know
if they constructed logical chains of reasoning with mathematical justifications for each
step, resulting in a solution applied to a class of problems. Based on the U.S. data set,
proofs were rare events in U.S. eighth-grade mathematics lessons (Video Report, figures
4.3 and 4.4).

Although the teacher mentions that they will talk about them in the next lesson, the
answers to these problems are not discussed publicly in this lesson. On average, a
solution was publicly presented for 43% of the concurrent problems (i.e., problems
assigned as a group) per lesson across the U.S. data set (Video Report, figure 5.7).

 00:46:19 Students are allowed to use calculators to help them solve these particular problems.
Computational (i.e. non-graphing) calculators were used in 39% of the U.S. lessons
(Video Report, figure 5.18).
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